Over the years, the track has been established as a key event where researchers on broad issues related to reasoning under uncertainty, following a variety of alternative paradigms, formalisms and methodologies, come together to exchange insights and to influence each other's work.
One of the main objective of nonmonotonic reasoning is to cope with the presence of exceptions in knowledge based systems. The paper by Benferhat, Yahi and Drias focuses on the minimum specificity principle (MSP) entailment, based on a possibilistic approach. A compilation of default theories is proposed which provides polynomial algorithms for deriving MSP-conclusions.
Kern-Isberner and Ritterskamp also present advancement on default reasoning, but their approach is based on techniques from preference fusion. They consider the plausibility relation induced by each default rule on possible worlds, with the worlds that satisfy the rule preferred over those that falsify it. Fusing such simple preference relations gives rise to a complex preference structure on possible worlds that can be used for further conditional inferences. The resulting inference operation is shown to refine the well-known System Z, and to improve properties with respect to addition of irrelevant information.
When reasoning according to Dempster-Shafer theory, belief functions are usually combined using the unnormalized Dempster's rule. In their paper, Pichon and Denoeux present a new formal justification of the rule based on the canonical decomposition of belief functions, the least commitment principle, and the requirement of having the vacuous belief function as neutral element of the combination.
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